**Meeting of A. S. M. E. To Be Held On Friday**

Preis Competition For Members Will Be Discussed

Preis competitions open to members of the Technology student branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, are being held in the United States, Canada, England and the Netherlands, society officials announced. All students are invited to participate in the competition. The next competition will be held on Friday, November 24th.

**Professor Frazier, At University of Kansas Speaks To Scientists**

Professor R. H. Frazier of the Department of Electrical Engineering, who is chief research student of the University of Kansas for the present academic year, presented a paper on "The Effect of the Temperature of the Earth's Crust on the Temperature," before the Kansas--Nebraska Section of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education at University of Nebraska, Omaha. Frazier discussed the history of the development and the methods of the Honors group in the Department of Engineering Education at the University.

He has had contact with this educational development almost from its inception and is therefore often called upon to discuss it before the meetings of educational societies.

Professor Frazier is spending the academic year in the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Kansas at Lawrence.

On exchanges with Professor Frazier, Professor K. S. Johnson, of the Institute in the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Kansas, is at the University of Pennsylvania, in addition to the experiments at the University, Professor Warren has had opportunities to experience with Henry L. Detory, The Times of Kansas City, the General Electric Company, and the Kansas State University Light Company. During the current term he is a member of the University of Kansas history and the Associated Laboratory to the seniors in Course VI and VII.

**Ideal Progress Club To Meet In Walker**

M.I.T. Alumni At Lever Bros. Will Gather Tonight

The "Ideal Progress Club", composed of those who have done work in the employ of Lever Brothers Company and their wives and friends, will hold the annual get-together meeting to night at 6 o'clock in North Hall, Walker Memorial. There will be a dinner meeting and after the meal the evening will be devoted to a conversation and bridge, Mr. William Carlisle, head of Walker Hearing will open the meeting, and Mr. Carlisle will last night.

Lever Brothers is an industrial firm from which M.I.T. alumnae supported Technology in the research work it carries on. The company affords graduate students, and the positions are always open to students.

Norse uses an underhander. He always gets in the last disc.

- Dr. Warren Lewis Institute Professor

Medal, Awarded By The Society Of Chemical Industry, Is High Honor

The Perkin Medal, founded in 1906 in honor of Sir William Perkin, will be awarded for 1936 to Dr. Warren Lewis, head of the Department of Chemical Engineering. The medal, which is one of the highest honors in chemistry, is presented by the American Section of the Chemical Society.

Those who have received this medal in the past include C. G. Acheson, Lee H. Backlund, the late Arthur D. Little, and Willis R. Whitney.

The medal will be presented on January 10 at a meeting of the Chemical Club in New York when Dr. Lewis will present a paper on "Applications of Physical Data to High-Pressure Processes".

Dr. Lewis is distinguished for his contributions to research in industry, particularly in the fields of petroleum and leather manufacture. He is a honorary member of the British Institution of Chemical Engineers, and has been active in the Division of Industry and Chemistry at the American Chemical Society.

**Biological Society's Outing Called Off**

The Tech Cabin outing planned for last week-end by the-Qdavick Biological Society was called off because of the severe weather of 1933-34. The outing was planned for the summer and would be arranged next spring.